
 

 

New Holland Introduces T9 Auto Command™: the Industry Exclusive 4WD 
CVT with the Largest Horsepower Offering on the Market 

 

New Holland, Pa. (August 29, 2017) – New Holland is now offering its proven Auto Command 

continuously variable transmission on its flagship high-power T9 Series tractors. The eight-model 

series includes five agricultural models, two scraper models, and the only 4WD track model with 

CVT transmission on the market. The line-up develops maximum outputs ranging from 429 boosted 

horsepower to the 605 boosted hp of the range-topping T9.600 AC, the most powerful CVT tractor 

in the market today. This easy-to-operate tractor takes productivity, efficiency and versatility to an 

entirely new level. 

“We have heard from our customers who operate both our 4WD tractors and other New Holland 

tractors with Auto Command transmissions about how much they appreciate the efficiency and 

versatility of the Auto Command transmission and wondered why it was not available for the T9 

series,” said Daniel Valen, Director of Product Marketing for New Holland North America. “The CVT 

provides our livestock producers with the ability to pack silage pits with one-handed operation, 

going as fast as they choose in reverse and finely tuning forward speeds to be efficient as possible. 

For other customers, such as cash crop producers with grain carts, the same advantages they see 

today with the T6, T7, and T8 tractors with Auto Command are now available on the T9 family as 

well.” 

 

Maximum efficiency with intuitive and easy-to-use Auto Command™ transmission 

The Auto Command transmission provides seamless speed changes with the most intuitive 

operating logic in the market. The award-winning SideWinder™ II armrest with fully integrated 

IntelliView™ IV ultra-wide color touchscreen and CommandGrip™ multifunction handle offer 

supremely comfortable and easy operation. The CommandGrip handle uses force-based logic to 

control the tractor’s speed and acceleration. With the Auto Command transmission, this delivers the 

infinite range of speeds to perfectly match the application. 

 

The transmission has been engineered to perfectly match the most frequently used speeds during 

draft work, secondary cultivation activities, high speed in-field work and transport activities. 

Advanced double clutch control further enhances efficiency. 

 

Automated efficiency features make operation simple and intuitive, while optimizing performance: 

target speed adjustment to match the exact needs of the task at hand is perfect when moving 

between fields; target speed selection enables the operator to switch between three target speeds; 

four driving modes – Auto, Cruise, PTO and Manual – enable the operator to optimize the task or 

fuel efficiency.  

 

The fully integrated IntelliSteer™ autoguidance maximizes productivity and efficiency, enabling 

parallel pass-to-pass accuracy as precise as 1 to 2 cm. 
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Seamless productivity and versatility in all situations  

The Auto Command transmission automatically adjusts engine power and ground speed for 

maximum productivity to match the requirements of the application, be it in heavy, light or variable 

draft work. In transport, Auto Command helps the T9 accelerate quickly up to approximately 25 mph 

(40 kph) at a quiet and efficient 1650 engine rpm, giving an advantage over other transmissions.  

 

The excellent slow speed operation and precise speed control with the stepless ranges result in 

best-in-class productivity in specialty applications.  

 

The intuitive automatic control of engine power and ground speed, the seamless speed adjustment, 

and the clutchless braking dramatically reduces operator fatigue and boosts productivity. Together 

with the large, comfortable cab and ergonomic layout, this results in best-in-class operator comfort. 

The T9 Auto Command is also a very easy tractor to operate that requires less training, an 

advantage for farming operations that regularly use seasonal labor. 

 

Auto Command also offers the advanced Active StopStart safety feature that prevents the tractor 

moving backwards or forwards when it is brought to a standstill, even with a heavy load. Also, there 

is no risk of roll back on steep inclines when starting again. 

 

Fueling Innovation This exemplifies the entrepreneurial spirit of finding alternative fuel sources, but 

it also our legacy of over 120 years of creating innovative and practical products for agriculture. From 

our Precision Land Management strategies, such as the NHDrive Autonomous Vehicle concept and 

our dedication to being the Clean Energy Leader, New Holland is committed to finding new and better 

ways to make innovative equipment accessible and more productive.  

 

About New Holland  

New Holland Agriculture and New Holland Construction sell and service an innovative line of 

agricultural and construction equipment, including a full line of tractors, hay and forage equipment, 

harvesting, crop production, skid steer and compact track loaders, compact wheel loaders, tractor 

loader backhoes and mini excavators. Sales, parts and service are provided by more than 1,000 

New Holland dealers throughout North America. More information on New Holland can be found at 

www.newholland.com/na. 

New Holland is a brand of CNH Industrial N.V., a World leader in Capital Goods listed on the New 

York Stock Exchange (NYSE: CNHI) and on the Mercato Telematico Azionario of the Borsa Italiana 

(MI: CNHI). More information about CNH Industrial can be found online at www.cnhindustrial.com 

 

http://www.newholland.com/na http://www.youtube.com/NewHollandNA 

https://www.facebook.com/newhollandna   https://twitter.com/NHAgriculture 

 

For more information, contact: 

http://www.newholland.com/na
http://www.cnhindustrial.com/
http://www.newholland.com/na
http://www.youtube.com/NewHollandNA
https://www.facebook.com/newhollandna
https://twitter.com/NHAgriculture
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Savannah Simons  

New Holland PR & Content Team 

mediarequests@newholland.com  | 336-774-9523 
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